Qbasic+

DISCOVER THE BIG PLUS IN
MANUAL-TO-MOTORIZED
PREMIUM SHADING
With award-winning design and whisper-quiet operation, the new
Qbasic+ shading system from QMotion adds up to be the most
innovative manual-to-motorized premium shade in the industry.
Now you can upgrade shading from manual to motorized without
the need of changing fabric or major bracket reinstallation.
All Qbasic+ shades are designed to be motor-ready, allowing for
upgrades on a window-by-window basis, giving you more choice at
initial purchase. Not ready yet to invest fully in motorized? Start with a
manual installation in secondary rooms and areas, and upgrade at a
preferred time in the future—without any change to the original tubing,
fabric, or fascia.
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AWARD-WINNING DESIGN
+ Battery or Wire

Whether powered by independent battery or hardwire, the Qbasic+
motor is whisper-quiet, energy-efficient, and responsive to a choice
of operating protocols. Additionally, QMotion shades lead the
industry in battery life with a patented technology that puts batteries
inside the tube, while also providing superior aesthetics with no
battery packs, power wires or antennas showing.

+ Patented Manual Override

Once upgraded to motorized, Qbasic+ shades feature QMotion’s
patented manual override, allowing for hand operation without
causing damage to interior mechanisms.

+ Patented Counterbalance

Qbasic+ shades feature QMotion’s patented counterbalanced control
to create less resistance and enable a lighter, easier, and more
controlled pull-force than a typical manual shade of the same size.

The break-through innovation
of Qbasic+ begins with its
uniquely designed mounting
bracket, which once installed,
does not need to be removed
from the wall during the
upgrading process.
Your QMotion dealer is
experienced to complete
an upgrade on-site and
trouble-free, simply by
changing the connector
insert on each mounting
bracket and then swapping
out the manual clutch for the
concealed motor.

+ Recognized by Industry Experts

The Window Covering Manufacturers Association (WCMA)
recognized Qbasic+ as the 2018 Best Technical Innovation
in the category of Motorization and Automation.
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